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Abstract

The Department of Defense needs better tools to support its operators as they strive to defend its space assets. The growing sophistication of anti-satellite weapons increasingly challenges the nation’s orbital communications and surveillance infrastructure. Operators face difficulties gathering useful information and dealing with the complexity of potential enemy actions. This research applied cognitive systems engineering and ecological interface design (EID) methodologies to create a prototype space mission management tool that enhances operator situation awareness and decision-making ability. Applied cognitive task analysis interviews were used to document space operator decision-making in their domain. Model-based systems engineering was applied to integrate work domain concepts into system models. EID methods were applied to inform user interface designs that support high-level decision making in addition to low-level tasks. User interface concepts were developed using rapid prototyping software, Axure 9.0, to satisfy the system requirements. The software prototypes were shown to space operators and assessed for validity. This process demonstrated how cognitive systems engineering can be used to derive system requirements and create system designs, the elements of which can be captured in a systems model and traced to operator goals, resulting in systems that are more capable of supporting operator needs in challenging environments.
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I. Introduction

General Issue

The Department of Defense (DoD) needs better tools to support its operators as they strive to defend its space assets. The growing sophistication of physical and non-physical anti-satellite weapons poses an increasing challenge to the nation’s orbital communications and surveillance infrastructure. Operators must be capable of quickly recognizing unprecedented threats in a heretofore uncontested domain to respond appropriately while carefully managing their satellite’s limited resources and accomplishing their missions. Traditionally, the DoD has trained operators to perform routine satellite maintenance activities. However, as they operated their satellites in an uncontested domain, they have not developed the expertise necessary to respond to time-critical emerging threats (Ziarnick, 2018, p. 11). Building expertise in space combat tactics to deter aggression and maintain the nation’s space superiority has recently been recognized as the Air Force Space Command’s top priority (Raymond, 2018, pp. 5–6). To place greater emphasis on this mission, this responsibility has recently become the purview of a new military branch, the United States Space Force. Research is needed to study the challenge of defending space assets in a contested environment and to produce
new mission planning tools to support fast, effective responses to both expected and unforeseen threats.

Operators face great difficulties in gathering useful information and dealing with the complexity of potential enemy actions. The US has finite capability to track space objects, burdening operators with interpreting incomplete and irregular observations of adversarial satellites to identify changes in satellite behavior that could indicate a hostile intent (Ewart, 2018, p. 88). There are a variety of ways hostile satellites could threaten US assets, including kinetic and laser attacks, as well as more subtle approaches, including communications jamming and cyber-attacks (National Air and Space Intelligence Center, 2018, p. 15). These activities may be presaged by close approaches and proximity maneuvers, as demonstrated by a Russian military satellite launched in 2015 (Gruss, 2015). Operators must carefully consider the maneuvers they use to mitigate damage or thwart surveillance operations, as fuel is limited and irreplaceable. Domain literature elaborates on satellite defense strategies, the information and decision requirements necessary to execute them (Hanlon & Yakimenko, 2019), and how ecological interface design concepts for mission planning tools can assist operators with interpreting data and responding effectively (Vicente & Rasmussen, 1992).

Problem Statement

There is a need for space operators to recognize hostile actions and carefully manage their assets to deter surveillance and attacks. The complexity of maneuvering in orbit, the range of possible hostile activities, and the limited amount of information available to operators make it difficult to respond effectively and quickly. Without
adequate tools to support situation awareness and mission planning, operators cannot make informed decisions to defend their satellites.

**Research Objectives/Questions/Hypotheses**

This thesis seeks to provide insights towards answering the following question. How can ecological interface design methods be applied to create improved tools for space operators to identify, respond to, and deter hostile actions against U.S. assets in orbit?

**Research Focus**

The application of apply cognitive systems engineering and ecological interface design methods to create a prototype space mission management tool will enhance operator situation awareness and improve decision making ability. The system will be limited to a representation of two spacecraft in geostationary orbit to focus on building a basic foundational interface. The improved system will address difficulties operators have with making timely decisions in a challenging environment and inform design development for other DoD space mission planning systems.

**Investigative Questions**

- How can cognitive systems engineering be used to obtain the information and decision requirements for defending satellites?
- How can cognitive task analysis identify how operational context changes the ways operators interpret information and make decisions?
• What are the appropriate data representations that permit experienced operators to better understand the threats and available options to counter these threats?

• How can EID make mission planning challenges tractable?

• How can the knowledge of operators’ information needs be captured, traced, and modeled in Model-Based Systems Engineering (MBSE) tools to support the derivation of system and training requirements?

• How can the operational impacts of EID be measured?

Methodology

This study will employ cognitive systems engineering methods to study the work that space operators perform. Cognitive task analysis (CTA) describes how operators perform specific tasks and models their decision-making process, the difference between novice and expert performance, and how mental workload changes throughout task performance. Cognitive Work Analysis (CWA) is a multi-stage framework that employs various methods used in CTA but focuses on how the operational environment affects and constrains the work conducted within it in order to specify the requirements for human-system integration (Vicente, 1999, pp. 114–119). Operator task performance will be measured through observations of operator interaction with prototype interface designs. Interview methods will be applied to assess the performance of the new designs. The artifacts created during the application of cognitive systems engineering methods will be used to generate requirements documents, diagrams, and models to serve as example inputs for operational space mission planning tool designs.
Research Tasks.

- Collect information on operator tasks through observation, interviews, and studies of system, training, and certification documentation
- Models tasks using the Systems Modeling Language (SysML) with cognitive systems engineering extensions
- Collect and analyze information on operator and workplace goals using subject matter expert interviews to learn how they create, change, and assess progress towards operational goals
- Model the functionality and goals of the space operations work domain, and the relationships between domain concepts, using a Functional Abstraction Hierarchy (FAH).
- Derive system information and decision requirements
- Build software UI implementations and show traceability requirements in the system model
- Present a realistic software simulation to operators and attain feedback on the UI and workflows

Assumptions/Limitations

1. The AFIT space warfare simulation tool suite (ProxBox and Maser) is an assumed accurate functional model of space operations. The developers’ goal has been to create a tool suite that resembles the bespoke tools designed for specific space systems in various operational locations. Operators trained using this tool suite should find the skills transferrable to their work in these operational
locations. Accordingly, improvements to the user experience for the tool suite identified by this research will be suitable for a variety of types of space operations.

2. Existing cognitive systems engineering and EID methods will be applicable to DoD space operations. These methods will accurately describe operator performance and the impact of user experience design features through surveys, interviews, observation, and documentation. Previous studies have applied these methods to civilian Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) operations, which anecdotal evidence suggests are similar to DoD space operations. In UAV operations, one or more sensor operators command their sensors to look at targets of interest and optimize collection time between limited amounts of sensor and time resources. Space assets operate similarly: remote operators must ensure that they apply a limited number of sensors to collect on targets while spending the limited resources in the most optimal manner. The modeling methods used to describe these goals and constraints will be tailored to include parts of the DoD’s mission set, such as military hierarchies and behaviors during combat operations.

3. The sample size for the user feedback survey is expected to be small (around 4 participants) due to lack of in-person availability so the survey results will not represent a broad spectrum of space operations experience. The individual experiences of the participants may bias their responses, such as if one has had more experience in leadership roles and another has spent more time operating payloads. Because the fidelity of the UI prototype will be low, participants will not be able to interact with it directly. This will limit the ability for the researcher
to identify novel interactions or problematic aspects of the UI that are not elicited with the probing questions. There will be no scored, standardized survey questions so the evaluation of the participant’s responses will be left to the judgment of the researcher.

**Implications**

This research will study the application of cognitive systems engineering, MBSE, and ecological interface design methods to a space operational environment. Tailoring the methods for DoD operations will allow future researchers to apply them to other mission sets, enhancing their descriptive ability and contributing to a common language for DoD space operations designs. Using cognitive systems engineering methods to inform the MBSE design process demonstrates how operator goals can be captured early in the requirements development process and used to inform the design of a complex system. This design process may be used to emphasize the role of human systems integration in maximizing system performance for other areas of DoD space operations and other operational domains, such as the defense of remote-controlled or artificially intelligent aircraft. These domains share similar traits to space asset defense, with operations managers evaluating multiple types of data inputs and optimizing mission resource application.

**Preview**

Chapter I introduced the general issue facing space operators tasked with defending their satellites, defined a problem with a lack of robust situation awareness and mission planning tools, proposed research on their work domain using cognitive systems
engineering methods and ecological interface design to improve their tools, and described the methodology, limitations, and implications of the research process. Chapter II summarizes the academic discussion on the cognitive challenges facing computer system operators in dynamic work domains, the role ecological interface design plays in creating effective software user interfaces, and important concepts for the conduct of offense and defense operations in the orbital environment. Chapter III details the methodology for conducting domain research and performing ACTA interviews with space operators to document the goals, functions, and requirements for defending an asset in space. These concepts are used to create a model of the work domain by applying and extending the Systems Modeling Language (SysML), which aids the specification and creation of user interface prototypes for operator evaluation. Chapter IV describes how the prototype space operator UI was created and presented to operators as a functioning scenario for feedback. Chapter V concludes with an overall assessment of the research process and suggestions for implementing the results and performing future research with cognitive systems engineering and ecological interface design in the space domain. Relatively little work has been done to adapt engineering tools for space mission planning to meet the needs of operators in a rapidly evolving operational environment. Operators need better tools to manage and defend a growing variety of space vehicles meeting the tactical and strategic needs of the Department of Defense.
II. Literature Review

Chapter Overview

This literature review summarizes academic perspectives on the concepts used and built upon in this research. When defending space assets, operators contend with problems with solutions that are unintuitive and dissimilar to terrestrial warfighting domains. Cognitive systems engineering and work analysis methods allow systems engineers to translate operator goals and behavior into design requirements for new systems. Ecological interface design uses these goal- and behavior-based requirements to design system interfaces that permit operators to act on representations of their work domain, improving their ability to solve complex and novel problems. The relationships between these topics and traditional systems engineering are shown in Figure 1. The Systems Modeling Language (SysML), which is implemented in tools such as Cameo Systems Modeler, allow systems engineers to explore system designs that trace to operator needs. Rapid prototyping and user experience surveys allow users to provide feedback on potential interface designs prior to system deployment. The literature summary of these topics provides background information on the research problem and the methods used to address it.
Defense in the Orbital Environment

The United States considers gaining and maintaining space superiority to be vitally important to the interests of the nation and its allies (Air Force Space Command, 2018, pp. 2–3). The safety of the US’s orbital assets is increasingly threatened by a growing number of counterspace weapons and tactics used on the ground or by spacecraft in orbit (National Air and Space Intelligence Center, 2018). Spacecraft operators must address these threats in a warfighting domain where measured escalation is untested, punitive actions are unprecedented, and making the wrong move can irreversibly damage an environment necessary for the conduct of a technological civilization (Frey, 2008). As
prior policy precluded the militarization of space, operators of the nation’s current communications and observation satellites have limited resources to respond to hostile actions. Therefore, the prompt identification of hostile intent and efficient use of maneuvers for de-escalating dangerous situations is critically important to the continuity of space operations (Hanlon & Yakimenko, 2019). The literature on space defense describes the threats that satellites face, the political and legal environments decision-makers navigate, and the actions they can take to protect their assets.

Ranging from inspection and observation to directed energy and kinetic weapon attacks, counterspace weapons take many forms. In 2015, Russia launched the Kosmos 2504 satellite and demonstrated its ability to approach other objects and “maneuver extensively” around them (Gruss, 2015), an activity known as “rendezvous and proximity operations,” or RPOs. The same techniques that enable spacecraft to dock with the International Space Station also enable them to spy on other satellites, grapple and seize them with robotic arms, and intentionally cause destructive collisions. Other forms of co-orbital counterspace weapons which have been discussed in the open literature include laser and microwave attacks designed to disrupt electronics and blind sensors, as well as signals jamming and cyber-attacks designed to intercept data and seize control of satellites. China, Russia, and the U.S. have all demonstrated the ability to use these weapons and tactics, though seldom in conflict (National Air and Space Intelligence Center, 2018, pp. 15–19). The unprecedentedness of space conflict means that policy on direct response to threats and managing escalation is ill-defined, favoring caution and indirect defensive actions.
There have been multiple attempts to form international treaties that define the orbital environment as a space of common good, limit the use of weapons, and assign liability to nations for damage caused by their space vehicles. The 1967 United Nations Outer Space Treaty is the most notable, but it fails to create mechanisms for enforcing liability and only attempts to limit weapons of mass destruction, not the more subtle approaches that nations are developing today. Newer proposals, one of which Russia and China jointly proposed in 2008, were perceived as overly limiting peaceful activity and insufficient to account for the growing variety of counterspace weaponry (Defrieze, 2014, pp. 111–112). The weakness in international space policy enforcement means that the U.S. is left with the options of 1) defending its assets through military means, either in space or on the ground, or 2) using diplomatic and economic influence to deter adversary nations (Frey, 2008, pp. 79–81). To avoid escalating space conflicts into catastrophic situations, the U.S. can employ passive defenses to deny and deter adversary attacks, or else mitigate the damage they cause (Colby, 2016, p. 30). The legal and practical constraints of defending space assets, and defending the environment they operate in, limit the actions available to space operators to respond to aggressive actions by others.

If nations agree that destructive weapons are not in play, then space conflicts may take the form of remote observation, grappling, or cyber/electronic warfare methods that require proximity to accomplish. After determining that their asset may be a target, the first step in mounting a successful defense is identifying and locating an attacker (Hanlon & Yakimenko, 2019, pp. 3–4). Merely letting the adversary know that you’re watching them, through persistent space situation awareness provided by both ground and space observatories, may be sufficient to thwart their activities (Ewart, 2018). If the attacker
continues to move toward its target, then passive defense becomes dependent on evasive maneuvers. There are multiple ways of depicting the orbital environment for the purpose of planning and visualizing maneuvers.

The relative motion of two satellites can be depicted using the Radial / In-Track / Cross-Track (RIC) coordinate frame with an origin at the satellite of interest, where the radial axis points away from the center of the Earth, the in-track axis is along the spacecraft’s velocity vector, and the cross-track axis is perpendicular to the orbital plane as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2 Depiction of the Radial/In-Track/Cross-Track Coordinate Frame
Applying thrust in any of these directions, or a combination thereof, allows a satellite to induce periodic motion that its pursuer must match. The defender’s goal is to make the pursuer spend enough of its fuel to force it to disengage without spending enough of their own fuel to compromise mission effectiveness (Hanlon & Yakimenko, 2019, pp. 17–18). For an otherwise unprepared defender, observation and evasive maneuvers may be the only possible measures to defend against attack.

The motion of satellites about the Earth can be depicted using the Geocentric Inertial (GCI) coordinate frame (Figure 3). This coordinate frame has an origin at the center of the Earth with X, Y, and Z axes that are not fixed to the Earth’s rotation and point to celestial objects, allowing coordinates to reference the position of satellites in orbit in a similar manner to the terrestrial latitude and longitude system (Boden, 1999). Visualizations using the GCI frame depict the orbital motion of satellites around the Earth as it rotates. This allows operators to see the full orbital period and orientation of one or more satellites, providing a strategic view of the orbital environment.
Space operators must consider the impact of limited resources (fuel) and other constraints when executing defensive maneuvers. In geostationary orbit, spacecraft must expend the equivalent of 50 m/s of fuel per year to avoid drifting away from their chosen location (Janson, 1993, p. 5). An effective maneuver may do the adversary’s work for them by permanently reducing the defender’s effective lifespan. Moving a satellite out of view of a ground station will sever communications links or reduce redundancy, affecting a satellite’s ability to perform its mission. Solar panel angles are carefully pre-determined to provide the best power generation for the spacecraft’s payloads, so operators must account for deviations from the optimum sun-solar panel angle as their spacecraft maneuvers around an adversary (Naasz, 2005, pp. 12–13). These constraints greatly

Figure 3 Depiction of the Geocentric Inertial Coordinate Frame
contribute to the challenge of selecting defensive responses that balance mission effectiveness against defense of the satellite.

The large variety of threats to U.S. spacecraft, the lack of an agreed-upon structure to orbital engagements, and the limited options available to defenders make space an extremely challenging warfighting domain. Research on these subjects suggests the need for creative and flexible approaches to defending threatened satellites in ways that avoid needless escalation into a kinetic conflict. To support space operators in challenging situations, cognitive systems engineering and task analysis methods may assist with defining requirements for mission planning and space asset visualization systems.

**Cognitive Systems Engineering and Work Analysis**

Designing systems that help space operators with complex problems requires new perspectives on the systems engineering process. Cognitive systems engineering (CSE) addresses complexity by designing systems that support operator problem solving and decision making in addition to rote tasks. To identify the kinds of problems space operators must solve, cognitive work and task analysis methods are used to model operators’ work domains and thought processes. The resulting information and decision requirements necessary to accomplish their goals become design inputs for improved user interfaces through ecological interface design.

Cognitive systems engineering is an approach to designing computer or machine systems that focuses on supporting high-level problem solving and decision making (i.e., cognitive processes) (Hollnagel & Woods, 1982, p. 5). As people demand that their
computer systems solve ever more complex problems, the complexity of systems’
operation threatened to outpace people’s ability to use them (Hollnagel & Woods, 2005a,
pp. 1–2). To address the complexity and unpredictability of modern tasks, cognitive
systems engineering treats humans and computer systems as joint members of the
problem-solving process, where these entities share problems, goals, and work in a joint
cognitive system (Hollnagel & Woods, 2005a, pp. 21–24). The practice of studying goal-
oriented behavior instead of rote mechanical labor, and applying the resulting design
concepts, creates systems that are capable of helping operators use their natural cognitive
abilities to reach their goals or supplying assistance when the task exceeds their abilities
(Hollnagel & Woods, 2005b, pp. 7–8). The foundation of the cognitive systems
engineering process is a study of the operators and their work domain, including their
goals, the problems they solve in the presence of real-world or perceived constraints, and
how they deal with unanticipated situations.

Designed to help the United States Navy produce better training programs for its
sailors, the Applied Cognitive Task Analysis (ACTA) is an interview method that helps
researchers identify how operators solve complex problems in their workplace (Militello
et al., 1997). When operators adapt to challenging tasks, their method for performing the
work can differ from what the system designers envisioned (Miller & Feigh, 2019, p. 10).
This makes interacting with operators essential to documenting how problems are solved
in the operational environment. The ACTA method, designed to take only an hour to
complete, has operators perform a brief task analysis of their high-level goals that leads
into a knowledge audit with probing questions about anomaly resolution, problem
solving, and coordination. Operators demonstrate their problem solving techniques
during a simulation of a stressful scenario they might encounter in the workplace (Militello & Hutton, 1998b, pp. 1620–1625). The ACTA is an abbreviated form of the Critical Decision Method (CDM) (Klein et al., 1989), which develops an extremely rich dataset on decision-making from interview sessions that can last up to 10 hours (Hoffman et al., 2002, p. 483). Because the ACTA targets specific cognitive requirements in the workplace, it can provide sufficient detail to continue the cognitive systems engineering process in a fraction of the time. The answers to the probing questions and “what if?” analysis in the simulation scenario drive the process of identifying decision and information requirements for a computer system to support.

Applied Cognitive Work Analysis (ACWA) is a method for deriving decision support system requirements from an analysis of operator goals. Starting with a functional abstraction network, the ACWA decomposes high-level goals into lower-level subgoals linked to the means operators use to achieve them (Potter et al., 2003, pp. 2–8). A simpler form of this goals-means decomposition diagram, used in this thesis, is the functional abstraction hierarchy (Rasmussen, 1985). The ACWA proceeds with a development of operator decision and information requirements, such as picking a move in a chess game, that are met with corresponding visualization requirements in the user interface of a decision support system (Potter et al., 2003, p. 13). This kind of detailed cognitive analysis process has been successfully used in applications ranging from improvements to aircraft systems and powerplants to workplace training (Roth, 2008, p. 478). The combination of ACTA and ACWA methods produces specific requirements for user interface design that are directly traceable to operator goals in the workplace, resulting in systems that support complex problem solving.
The cognitive systems engineering process addresses usability issues in complex systems by rooting designs in the problem solving and decision-making processes of human beings. This changes the focus on system design from rote calculation to joint problem solving between humans and the machines they use. The ACTA interview method helps researchers gather information on goals and problem solving in the workplace. Using the ACWA method, the information is used to derive subgoals and information and decision requirements for computer systems to support. The requirements guide the application of ecological interface design to create effective user interfaces.

**Ecological Interface Design**

*Data Overload Problem.*

Human-computer interaction researchers have studied issues that face the operators of complex systems. Humans and machines alike have trouble sorting through large amounts of data to piece together the information elements relevant for their work, a condition called “data overload”. Environmental context changes can significantly change the priority of data, like when alarm codes suddenly become critically important during a specific phase of space flight. Unanticipated events can stymie brittle automated solutions and challenge the operators who are primarily trained on and experience routine operations. Ecological interface design (EID) addresses these challenges with design methods that account for complexities in the underlying environment, as well as, human cognition and decision-making, including direct interactions based on learned behaviors and perception (skill-based behaviors), interactions based on applying rules according to
cues and signals (rule-based behaviors) and performing complex problem solving based on domain knowledge (knowledge-based behavior) (Vicente & Rasmussen, 1992). Over the long-term, EID reduces deviations from optimal operator performance and makes anomalous situations easier to handle (Christoffersen et al., 1996). The literature on these topics suggests that an EID-based mission planning system might help space operators manage the complex set of operations necessary to ensure the survival of their satellite in a space combat scenario.

Data overload is aptly defined as the result of the “data availability paradox” (Woods, Patterson, Roth, & Christoffersen, 1999, p. 23): people demand more data in an attempt to better understand the operation of increasingly complex systems, but attempting to interpret a flood of data inhibits their ability to apply the data successfully to perform goals and tasks. Having too much data creates three types of problems for operators: physically cluttering the screen and crowding out useful information, bogging down processing and creating a backlog of unprocessed data, and masking the significance of important subsets of data (Woods, Patterson, Roth, & Christoffersen, 1999, p. 25). During a space combat scenario, a satellite operator has to use their knowledge of the capabilities of their satellite and the adversary to select a viable evasion response from a large list of possibilities, each associated with different constraints, fuel costs, and impacts on the pursuer (Hanlon & Yakimenko, 2019, pp. 10–11). In an analogous case, developers created a system that assists Army command and control decisions by dynamically highlighting the most relevant information and directly showing the relationship between actions and impacts on a model of the warfighting environment (Bennett et al., 2008). Working representations of the operational domain in
the user interface can assist operators with addressing data overload, and they can also help operators adapt to changing situations.

**Context Sensitivity Problem.**

Environmental context changes can alter the relative importance of small pieces of data in large data sets and change how an operator needs to interact with their system. For example, one alarm code out of hundreds on a spacecraft might have little significance mid-flight but be of critical importance during a landing (Woods, Patterson, Roth, & Christoffersen, 1999, p. 27). In space operations, a satellite making a routine orbit correction is normally barely worth noting, but a correction in a new direction in response to your own satellite’s maneuver indicates a potential threat. These context changes have historically been difficult for machines to recognize and point out to human users. To improve performance, system designers must create interfaces that highlight changing relationships and structure data in ways that people find easier to process (Woods et al., 2002, p. 34). In the field of computer network defense, researchers built graphical representations of hacking activity to show relationships and highlight patterns between physical items (e.g., computer servers and locations) and logical activities that drastically reduced the effort operators had to spend interpreting data (Bennett et al., 2018). Representing the work domain and highlighting relationships in fields of complex data are key to helping operators cope with unfamiliar situations.

The literature on data overload and context sensitivity describe two related issues that impact the design of complex systems. Complex computer systems must assist their operators with identifying important details in large fields of data, responding to changes in the operational environment, and selecting the most effective responses out of all
possible options. With ecological interface design methodologies, system designers can use their knowledge of the operator work environment and human cognition to develop systems that increase the chances of mission success.

**Model-Based Systems Engineering**

Model-based systems engineering (MBSE) is a system design approach that allows engineers to work on graphical representations of system components and behaviors that influence each other as the design is updated, eliminating the need to repeatedly review and refresh design documents (Long & Scott, 2011, pp. 65–67). Systems engineers use languages like the Systems Modeling Language (SysML), based on the Unified Modeling Language, as a standard way to depict the elements of a system design and the relationships among these elements (Holt & Perry, 2013). With computer tools like Cameo Systems Modeler, designers can document systems using SysML and analyze how design trades meet requirements and influence other components of the system.

SysML models decompose systems into two mutually dependent sets of representations: structural diagrams and behavioral diagrams. The structural diagrams, including the block definition, package, internal block, parametric, and requirement diagrams, describe the logical or physical structures of a system and their relationships to each other (e.g., ATMs contain network cards which satisfy the requirement to connect to a bank). The behavioral diagrams, including the use case, sequence, activity, and state machine diagrams, illustrate user interactions with the system as well as the internal or external interactions between system components (e.g., an ATM user withdraws money
by inputting a card and PIN which triggers a detailed software subroutine) (Holt & Perry, 2013, pp. 88–91). With tools like Cameo Systems Modeler, designers can easily show how changes to one aspect of a system (e.g., the ATM PIN pad is replaced with a touch screen) impact performance and requirements satisfaction (so now breakdowns are more frequent and blind people can no longer use the machine). Identifying these design trade-offs are a key part of the cognitive systems engineering process.

SysML and Cameo also allow designers to iteratively develop complex system architectures starting with nothing more than descriptions of user goals and the activities they perform to meet them (Lamm & Weilkiens, 2014). As shown in Figure 4, SysML diagrams can be applied to effectively tie cognitive systems engineering artifacts, like goal models and information/decision requirements, to software user interface implementations. Maintaining the link between user goals and implementation ensures that system designs are rooted in workplace requirements and allows designers to explore different approaches to meeting user needs, as well as understand which user needs are supported by different implementations.
User Experience Survey

Assessing the user experience improvements afforded by the application of cognitive systems engineering and ecological interface design requires a user survey. The purpose of a user experience survey is to present potential users with a prototype of a user interface (UI) and gather suggestions or feedback, positive and negative, useful for validating and improving the design. Several candidate methods were considered for the
user experience survey. The System Usability Scale (SUS) (Brooke, 1996) and Usability Metric for User Experience (UMUX) (Finstad, 2010) are industry-accepted survey templates that ask users a series of questions with a 5 or 7-point response scale. These survey designs achieve statistically significant conclusions by comparing the scaled responses of large numbers of respondents. Few space operators are available for this research, so a more subjective approach is necessary. With the approach used herein, the researcher walks participants through a space operations scenario using the prototype UI and asks a series of probing, cognition-oriented questions derived from Mica Endsley’s theoretical model of situation awareness (1995). The survey results and analysis provide an indication of whether users think the prototype offers a superior experience to their existing toolset, as well as provide them with a context to further understand or innovate features which might be useful within the intended domain.

**Summary**

This literature review summarized publications on concepts relevant to the understanding of this thesis. Defending assets in orbit is a challenging task, with a growing variety of weapons to contend with and limited means to respond. To develop computer systems to support space defense, cognitive systems engineering methods derive decision support requirements from an analysis of operator goals and problem-solving methods. These requirements guide the application of ecological interface design to create effective user interfaces that allow operators to apply their problem-solving skills on representations of the work domain that address common issues with interpreting and acting on complex data sets. System goals, requirements and behavior
are documented using the SysML modeling language in Cameo Systems Modeler, which allows system designers to explore design options and tie design specifications to high-level requirements. To assess how successful interface designs are at meeting operator goals, scenarios need to be presented to operators for their feedback. The following chapters describes the methodology used to document space operator goals and derive user interface requirements for a space operations system.
III. Using Cognitive and Model-Based Systems Engineering Methods for User Interface Design

Chapter Overview

This chapter describes the methods and tools used to model space operator goals and requirements to inform a prototype UI design. First, subject matter experts with space operations experience were interviewed using the ACTA process. These interviews were recorded, transcribed, and coded using MAXQDA 2018 Analytics Pro 2018. The outputs of this process were used to develop an operator goal model, functional abstraction hierarchy (FAH), and system information and decision requirements using Cameo Systems Modeler 19.0. This iterative process shows how cognitive analysis can be used to derive discrete system requirements that trace directly to operator goals and workplace decision-making. Chapter III describes the Work Domain Study and System Modeling portions of the process in Figure 4. Chapter IV will describe UI Prototyping and Operator Feedback to show how each system information requirement was developed into a prototype user interface (UI) that was implemented using Axure RP 9, presented to users, and documented in Cameo.

Methodology

Work Domain Study.

The work domain study began with a review of space operations literature, including discussions on conflict in space, international space policy, and issues facing organizations like Air Force Space Command and the United States Space Force. This process, called bootstrapping, drove the creation of the initial FAH to show how high-
level workplace goals are decomposed into smaller subgoals, processes, and functions with means-ends relationships. The Bootstrapping process allowed the vocabulary and system understanding to be developed which was necessary to design, conduct and interpret the results of the ACTA interview process developed by Militello & Hutton (1998a). In the ACTA interview process, operators participated in a series of activities that highlight concepts, decisions, and necessary information in their workplace.

Workplace information from the interviews was used to fill in any missing elements or relationships in the FAH which resulted from the bootstrapping process. In the current thesis, this FAH was developed in a model-based systems engineering tool, referred as Cameo Systems Modeler. This analysis then informed the development of a system requirements diagram. This diagram was customized to show the information operators need access to when making decisions in the workplace to satisfy their goals, as captured in the FAH.

**Operator Interviews.**

For the ACTA interviews, four USAF space operators with varying backgrounds were selected to provide a breadth of experience on how space operations are conducted and what operators think about when defending their assets. Each operator had performed at least one four-year tour in a space operations role. One operator had experience with managing spacecraft command and control ground stations and radar sites and had transitioned to a lead training role for junior operators. Another worked with highly maneuverable research and development spacecraft. The third helped coordinate space operations to meet the needs of joint forces personnel stationed overseas. The last participant oversaw operations for a large strategic-level asset. The operators were guided
through a tailored ACTA interview process designed to capture information relevant to deriving requirements for a new space operations interface.

The ACTA interview process was performed in three parts. The first asked participants to create a simple task diagram where they identified the steps necessary to perform major tasks in their workplace, such as maneuvering a satellite or performing their mission. During this process they were asked to identify which steps require the most complex decision-making, thought, or coordination to accomplish. Next, they participated in a knowledge audit where the interviewer asks probing questions to identify specific characteristics of expert performance in the cognitively demanding tasks. Finally, participants were walked through a simulation interview where they were presented with a realistic scenario that required stressful, high-importance decision-making to complete. They were asked to identify major events, point out key environmental cues, examine “what if?” events, and point out any mistakes they think a novice might make. The full ACTA interview process for this study is detailed in Appendix A. The interviews were video recorded for transcription and analysis by the researcher.

The video interviews were imported into a data analysis tool called MAXQDA Analytics Pro 2018. This tool allows researchers to transcribe video or audio interviews and categorize key passages in a process called coding. For this study, a code system was developed to highlight interview statements relevant for identifying operator goals, anomalous (challenging or unexpected) situations, real world examples, environmental cues, and specific decision and information requirements.
Work Domain Analysis.

The information from the document bootstrapping and operator interviews were used to develop an FAH for space operations. The FAH represents high-level goals, subgoals, and the processes and objects operators use to meet those goals. The top level, Domain Purpose, describes the highest level and ultimate purpose of workplace activities. Operators will prioritize Domain Values, such as maintaining or maximizing conditions of the system, to satisfy top-level goals to different degrees. The Domain Functions are the day-to-day workplace functions operators perform, which break down into Physical Functions and Physical Objects related to specific spacecraft components, administrative artifacts like briefings and documents, and physical activities. The overview of the FAH, including the many relationships between the elements, is shown in Figure 5.
To create an FAH in Cameo Systems Modeler, the SysML modeling language was extended with a new FAH diagram type as shown in Figure 6. The five levels in the hierarchy were represented as packages containing goals, processes, functions, and objects. These elements were also used in a new implementation of the built-in Requirements Diagram that featured additional information and decision requirement elements and interface implementation specifications as will be further described in Chapter IV. The new elements were created as stereotypes derived from the “Class” meta-class. This implementation preserved the ability to create relationships between the
elements in the requirements diagram and FAH for full traceability from requirements to cognitive processes and goals.

![Figure 6 Custom Profile Extending SysML for CWA Studies](image)

The completed FAH was used to establish goals and functions to be met by system requirements. The domain functions were each derived into decision requirements that were also informed by the operator interviews. These requirements, and the interface implementations described in Chapter IV, were represented with a SysML requirements diagram.

**Requirements Modeling.**

Once the FAH was completed, each of the domain functions was applied to derive system requirements. The domain function level of the hierarchy was chosen for this process because it represents the mid-point between physical functions and non-physical domain values. Requirements created at this level tie physical elements to abstract needs. Each domain function was associated with a single decision requirement that represents a
decision the operator must make about how they will perform that function. The decision requirement was supported by one or more information requirements, which represent what the operator would need to see in the interface to make their decision. Finally, user interface implementations were suggested to meet the information requirements. This process is shown generically in Figure 7. In Chapter IV, the process for creating prototype UI elements and assigning them to the interface implementations is shown.

Figure 7 Example Decomposition of a Top-Level Goal into Information/Decision Requirements Met by a User Interface Implementation
Results

*Interview Coding.*

The operator ACTA interviews were recorded and transcribed according to the code system in Figure 8. Across the four interviews, 78% of the codes corresponded to goals, decision requirements, and information requirements that directly translated into elements of the FAH and requirements models. The remaining 22% corresponded to stories about system anomalies, personal experiences, example explanations, and environmental cues that assisted with the research process by providing context or illuminating information about the space operations domain. Although these responses were not part of the system model, they were nonetheless important for improving the researcher’s understanding of how space operators perform their work and guiding the design of the user interface.

![Code System](image)

**Figure 8 Code System for Transcribed Operator Interviews from MAXQDA**

Coding the video interviews provided insights that were not obvious from reading space operations and policy literature. For example, one operator discussed how
performing maneuvers with multiple segments can be more efficient than performing one large maneuver. They described how mission plans must be coordinated around the availability of communications infrastructure to send commands. The operators suggested that performing their mission and ensuring the safety of their spacecraft were goals that had to be balanced against each other and were not always mutually achievable. These insights were critical for developing a representative workplace goal model and deriving system requirements.

Table 1 contains examples of the translation from coded interview segments to domain values, domain functions, and requirements. Each coded segment implied or explicitly stated one or more domain requirements or goals. When an operator stated that performing multiple maneuver segments may be a better approach than performing one large maneuver, this implied a major decision about what kind or how many maneuvers to execute, which implied that the operator would have to be able to weigh the costs and benefits of the different maneuvers. These statements were mapped to elements of the system model to improve its representation of the space operations domain.
### Table 1 Mapping of Interview Content to Domain Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Interview Segment</th>
<th>Goal/Requirement Mapping</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Decision Requirement  | **Interviewer:** What would you say is the biggest indicator that someone is performing at an expert level with [planning], versus somebody just starting out?  
**Participant:** If they're looking ahead at how this maneuver sets them up to do another maneuver in six hours instead of just trying to do everything in one burn. Usually if you tell students to do something they'll just try to do it in one burn and get there when the more optimal way is to use multiple burns. | Decision Requirement -> Manuever Decision: What kind of maneuver do I want to execute?  
Information Requirement -> Maneuver Segments: What's the tradeoff between one big maneuver and multiple smaller maneuvers? |
| Information Requirement | **Interviewer:** I want to know what you tell [operators] about what their goals are and how they achieve those. Let's say, in a 1-on-1 situation and your top-level goal is to defend an asset. How do you break that down?  
**Participant:** I would say do your mission plan. Your mission plan involves looking at the current state of the system, the geometry of the system, it involves looking at the sensors available. You're looking at your communications available - meaning, say we only have contact to give commands to this satellite every 3 hours or so, so plan for that. | Information Requirement -> Location of Other Spacecraft: What other spacecraft are in my environment and where are they?  
Information Requirement -> Update Rates: How often is the information on my own satellite and the orbital environment updated?  
Information Requirement -> Maneuver Constraints: What constraints, like sunlight angle, time, and fuel, impact my maneuver options? |
| Goal                  | **Interviewer:** So you're balancing what you do to defend the asset vs. how it impacts the mission?  
**Participant:** Yeah. I would also say that applies to how the defense is being applied as well. If the satellite is defending itself then certainly it's a straightforward defense, do you protect the mission or do you make a change that degrades mission but preserves longevity? | Domain Value -> Balance of Mission vs. Safety  
Domain Function -> Perform Safety Assessment |
**Functional Abstraction Hierarchy.**

The information from the document bootstrapping and operator interviews were used to develop an FAH for space operations. The content of the five levels is represented in Table 3. In the top level, Domain Purpose, “Defend satellites” and “Perform mission” were the ultimate goals for space operators. As the operators pointed out, these can sometimes be contradictory goals: moving your satellite to defend against a threat can reduce its ability to perform its mission. The Domain Values were balanced between supporting the spacecraft and its payloads (e.g. Maintain health of payloads) and working strategically toward accomplishing the mission (e.g., Maximize fidelity of operational picture). The Domain Functions such as “Select spacecraft maneuver” and “Manage spacecraft resources” described spacecraft-oriented tasks while functions like “Determine intent of other spacecraft” implied the need for intelligence gathering and analysis. These functions broke into Physical Functions and Physical Objects related to spacecraft components like thrusters and organizational items like briefings and doctrine libraries.
### Table 2 Abstraction Level and Elements of Functional Abstraction Hierarchy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abstraction Level</th>
<th>Elements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Domain purpose</td>
<td>Defend satellites; Perform mission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domain Values</td>
<td>Balance mission vs. safety; Maintain command and control; Maintain freedom to maneuver; Maintain health of bus; Maintain health of payloads; Maintain operational security; Maximize safety of orbital environment; Maintain awareness of threats; Maximize external coordination; Maximize fidelity of operational picture; Maximize flexibility; Maximize progress towards objectives; Optimize response to threats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domain Functions</td>
<td>Analyze courses of action; Assess performance of payloads; Command spacecraft; Communicate with friendly spacecraft; Determine intent of other spacecraft; Evaluate threats; Execute mission plan; Maintain representation of orbital environment; Manage spacecraft resources; Monitor spacecraft health and safety; Perform active/passive defense; Perform safety assessment; Select spacecraft maneuver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Functions</td>
<td>Analyze active/passive defense impacts; Analyze impacts to mission objectives; Analyze legal impacts; Analyze maneuver impacts; Assess status of engagement/vulnerability zones; Assess threat maneuvering options; Assess threat offense options; Balance safety vs. mission; Calibrate ground station; Communicate through ground-based resources; Communicate through space-based resources; Detect changes; Develop technical implementation plan; Gain chain of command approval; Report resource status; Report timing requirements; Transmit commands; Transmit data; Update space situation awareness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Objects</td>
<td>Active/passive defenses; Antennas; Briefings; Command and control staff; Doctrine library; Engagement/vulnerability zones; Estimated trajectories; Fuel; Ground stations; Intelligence products; Mapping of orbits and positions; Mission plans; Payloads; Planning and visualization software; Reachability zones; Satellites; Thrusters/momentum wheels; Timeline</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The overview of the FAH, including the many relationships between the elements, is shown in Figure 9. From top to bottom, associations show how a higher-level goal, value, or function is implemented (the “how”). From bottom to top, associations
show the higher-level purpose a goal, value or function has (the “why”). Values, functions, and objects that were not represented in the final prototype UI are highlighted in red. In the Domain Functions level, “Perform active/passive defense” and “Communicate with friendly spacecraft” were outside the scope of this research and were not represented. The physical and organizational functions and objects supporting these goals, such as legal analyses and weaponry, were also not included. The missing elements represent 30% of the overall diagram, but the remainder sufficiently fulfilled the higher-level goals and values. Incorporating the missing elements would give operators additional options to meet their goals, information helpful for prioritizing them, or provide additional constraints on their actions. They could be met by additional functionality in the prototype UI or by other software altogether.
Completing the FAH showed the number and complexity of goals, functions, and objects to be implemented in a prototype operator UI. Examining the number of relationships between diagram elements showed that concrete functions related to spacecraft operations, such as monitoring health and safety or payload performance, met a small number of higher-level goals and could be implemented with fewer processes than the more abstract functions, as shown in Figure 10. The abstract functions, such as performing safety assessments (“Is my spacecraft safe from harm?”), supported a much larger set of goals and, accordingly, needed support from a larger set of physical functions (Figure 11). Examining the complexity of the relationships indicated operator needs that the user interface would need to work harder to meet. Representing the temperature of a sensor could be done with a single interface element, but showing the
user that their spacecraft was safe from harm could require multiple, coordinated elements that showed how the friendly spacecraft position, enemy spacecraft position, resource loads, and possible maneuvers contribute to the notion of safety.

Figure 10 Relationship Complexity of Concrete Domain Functions

Figure 11 Relationship Complexity of Abstract Domain Functions
The full set of associations between elements of the FAH are shown in matrices in Figures 12-15. Associations are indicated with slash marks between items in the upper level (rows) and the lower level (columns) for each level in the hierarchy. Elements that have not been implemented in the prototype UI are highlighted in red to clearly show which goals and functions the software does not support.

There was substantial overlap between the values linked to the “Defend satellites” and “Perform mission” top-level goals in Figure 12. The satellite can neither survive nor perform its mission if its payloads are not functioning. However, there were five values linked exclusively to performing the satellite’s mission: maximizing external coordination, maximizing flexibility, maximizing fidelity of the operational picture, maximizing progress towards objectives, and optimizing response to threats. These values are not essential to the operation of the satellite or its payloads but are essential for accomplishing the satellite’s mission. The lack of overlap implied that functions dedicated to mission analysis would not have to interact with or share visual space with those dedicated to supporting the satellite, which informed the layout of the prototype interface.
The goal-oriented impact of not representing communication with friendlies or active/passive defense in the system is shown in Figure 13. Although each domain value was associated with at least one domain function, there were 12 values that were incompletely supported because these two functions were not selected for implementation in the prototype UI. The inclusion of a single function could enhance an operator’s ability to optimize many domain values considered necessary to achieve their goals. The number of associations between values and functions also provided an indicator of interface complexity. Domain functions supporting single values, such as “Assessing performance of payloads,” could be represented with a single, simple interface element. Those associated with multiple values, such as “Perform safety assessment,” would need multiple and/or complex interface elements to support operator decision-making.
Figure 13 Domain Values and Domain Functions Levels of Functional Abstraction

Hierarchy

Figures 14 and 15 show the physical functions and objects association with space operations tasks. Although some elements had many associations with elements in higher levels, that did not indicate their level of importance. For example, briefings supported 13 different functions by providing guidance, context, and constraints. However, while a spacecraft may be operated without organizational guidance it absolutely cannot be
operated without sufficient fuel. The implied complexity of interface representations was not an indicator of relative importance.

![Figure 14 Domain Functions and Physical Functions Levels of Functional Abstraction Hierarchy](image)

**Figure 14 Domain Functions and Physical Functions Levels of Functional Abstraction Hierarchy**
Figure 15 Physical Functions and Physical Objects Levels of Functional Abstraction

Hierarchy

*Requirement Diagrams.*

The operator interviews and FAH were used to derive decision and information requirements associated with each domain function. Each decision requirement was supported by one or more information requirements that tied to suggested interface implementations. The requirement diagrams became the main input to the interface design process discussed in Chapter IV.
The Course of Action (COA) decision in Figure 16 asks, “What kind of response do I (the operator) want to make?” This decision supports domain values in the FAH that correspond to comparing the consequences of multiple possible actions. To make this decision, the operator would need to be able to visualize the current and future states of the orbital environment and plan maneuvers accordingly.

Figure 16 Course of Action (COA) Decision Requirement
The “payload performance” decision in Figures 17 and 18 asks, “How do I address any issues with my payload performance?” This decision supports the domain value in the FAH to maintain the health of the payloads. To make this decision, the operator would need to know the state of health of each payload as well as how each payload is contributing to their mission goals.

Figure 17 Payload Performance Decision Requirement (Left)
Figure 18 Payload Performance Decision Requirement (Right)
The “command” decision in Figure 19 asks, “How do I send commands to my spacecraft?” This decision supports the domain value in the FAH to maintain command and control of the spacecraft. To make this decision, the operator would need to be able to visualize any issues impacting their ability to send and receive commands through ground control stations.

Figure 19 Command Decision Requirement
The “communication with friendlies” decision in Figure 20 asks, “Should I ask for help or warn my friends?” This decision supports domain values in the FAH that correspond to knowledge of the orbital environment and responding to threats within it. Representing multiple friendly spacecraft was outside the scope of the space operator UI prototype and is not associated with any suggested interface implementations.

Figure 20 Communication with Friendlies Decision Requirement
The “intent” decision in Figures 21 and 22 asks, “Do I declare this spacecraft hostile?” This decision supports the domain value in the FAH to maximize threat awareness. Because this decision requires a complex and subjective judgment, it is supported by many different interface elements that help the operator visualize the environment, the status of their mission goals, upcoming maneuvers, and intelligence on the adversary spacecraft.

Figure 21 Intent Decision Requirement (Left)
Figure 22 Intent Decision Requirement (Right)
The “threat evaluation” decision in Figure 23 asks, “What kind of threat does the adversary pose?” This decision supports domain values in the FAH that correspond to knowledge of the orbital environment and responding to threats within it. To make this decision, the operator would need intelligence on the enemy spacecraft, its payloads, and possible hostile maneuvers.

Figure 23 Threat Evaluation Decision Requirement
The “resource management” decision in Figure 24 asks, “How do I base my strategy on resource consumption?” This decision supports the domain value in the FAH to maintain freedom to maneuver. To make this decision, the operator would need to be able to consider their current resource levels and the impacts of different maneuver plans.
The “mission plan” decision in Figure 25 asks, “How do I execute my mission plan?” This decision supports domain values in the FAH that correspond to threat response and maintaining flexibility while progressing towards mission objectives. To make this decision, the operator would have to create plans for multiple spacecraft maneuvers.

**Figure 25 Mission Plan Decision Requirement**
The “orbital environment” decision in Figures 26 and 27 asks, “Is my understanding of the orbital environment sufficient?” This decision supports domain values in the FAH that correspond to threat awareness and response. To make this decision, the operator would need to be able to visualize the current and future states of the orbital environment while accounting for upcoming friendly and adversary maneuvers.

Figure 26 Orbital Environment Decision Requirement (Left)
Figure 27 Orbital Environment Decision Requirement (Right)
The “active/passive defense” decision in Figure 28 asks, “Which of my defensive options do I use?” This decision supports domain values in the FAH that correspond to mission accomplishment, maintaining command and control, maintaining spacecraft and payload safety, and threat response. The use of active or passive defenses was not in the scope of the space operator UI and is not associated with any interface implementation suggestions.

Figure 28 Active/Passive Defense Decision Requirement
The “safety” decision in Figure 29 asks, “Am I safe to continue my mission?”

This decision supports domain values in the FAH that correspond to knowledge of the orbital environment, spacecraft and payload health, threat awareness, and freedom to maneuver. To make this decision, the operator would need to be able to visualize the results of their maneuvers as well as the current and future status of their spacecraft and its payloads.

Figure 29 Safety Decision Requirement
The “maneuver” decision in Figures 30 and 31 asks, “What kind of maneuver do I want to execute?” This decision supports domain values in the FAH that correspond to knowledge of the orbital environment, spacecraft and payload health, threat awareness, and freedom to maneuver. To make this decision, the operator would need interfaces that provide the information necessary to plan maneuvers, visualize their impacts, and understand any constraints.

**Figure 30 Maneuver Decision Requirement (Left)**
Discussion and Conclusions

The operator interview process was extremely useful and provided key insights that were not discovered during the domain literature review. Operators described tradeoffs between major goals that dramatically influence how they perform their work in both nominal and stressful conditions. These kinds of tradeoffs must be represented in a space operations interface to assist operators with making those kinds of decisions. Representing the complicated interplay between physical actions and goal-seeking ability is one kind of software challenge that EID methods can assist operators with. Using an
iterative, cognitive systems engineering process for identifying operator needs and deriving requirements ensures that designers understand how to prioritize pieces of software functionality.

The FAH diagrams help system designers visualize the complexity of the system they are creating for operators. In this research, the diagrams showed operator goals that were both complementary and contradictory depending on the situation. Some space operations functions contributed to a much larger set of goals than others, and likewise needed the cooperation of a greater number of physical and organizational components. To assist operators with performing these functions, a space operations UI would need to depend on multiple, coordinating parts to show the relationships between low-level interactions and high-level goal fulfillment. Although it’s important to keep track of the battery level of a satellite, that is a much simpler task than integrating payload status, host vehicle status, the orbital environment, and intelligence reports to decide whether a friendly asset is in a condition to safely continue its mission.

The requirements diagram showed how all the domain functions in the FAH could be broken down into individual operator decision requirements backed by one or more information requirements. In this representation, the space operator interface assumes the role of providing operators the right information at the right time to assist them with making decisions like how to maneuver their spacecraft or whether another spacecraft is acting suspiciously. In a time-sensitive situation, space operators would need to sift through a large amount of data to make decisions with potentially long-term impacts on their spacecraft. In the case of strategically managing resource consumption, different pieces of information may be provided by multiple interface components. This poses the
challenge of how to create an interface that provides multiple perspectives on a problem without overwhelming the operator. Using rapid UI prototyping to gain operator feedback on design decisions would be an effective way of resolving interface issues early in the design process.

Chapter Summary

This chapter described how space operator goals and requirements were modeled with the assistance of cognitive systems engineering methods, including the ACTA interview process. The interviews were analyzed for concepts and observations that were based on the operators’ personal experience and not described in the available domain literature. These data formed the initial inputs into the space defense operations FAH diagram, a model of domain goals and how operators attempt to meet those goals. Domain functions from the FAH diagram were used to derive decision and information requirements necessary for a space defense operations UI to assist operators with their work. This process was designed to be iterative, so the goal models and system requirements can be continually updated based on research, new requirements, and operator feedback on the design process. Chapter IV will describe the latter two portions of the process in Figure 4, UI prototyping and operator feedback. In this phase, the space operator system requirements and interface implementation specifications are turned into semi-functional prototypes. Elements of these prototypes are traced to elements of the system model in Cameo, along with operator feedback on how well they satisfy the workplace goals.
IV. User Interface Design Prototyping with Feedback into Cognitive System Models

Chapter Overview

This chapter describes the process of creating user interface (UI) prototypes from a system model containing operator goals, processes and functions and derived decision/information requirements. The suggested interface implementations for each system information requirement are turned into semi-functional interface prototypes using prototyping software. The resulting space operator interface prototype is demonstrated to operators to gain feedback on how well the UIs meet their requirements and support goal-seeking activity. Their feedback is then prepared for incorporation back into the system model as updated domain goals, processes, and UI designs. This process constitutes the latter two steps of the iterative cognitive system design process in Figure 4, UI Prototyping and Operator Feedback.

Methodology

Selecting Prototyping Software.

Rapid UI prototyping allows system designs to demonstrate system functionality and user interactions to operators early in the design process when changes can be made with the least impact on budget and schedule. This study also shows how attaining operator feedback through rapid prototyping supports the maturation of workplace goal models, ensuring that the outcomes of the cognitive systems engineering process could be used to improve that process in an iterative fashion. To achieve this, the prototyping software had to support rapid design creation by the researcher with sufficient fidelity to gain meaningful feedback from the potential users.
Three popular commercial software packages used for UI prototyping were considered for this study: Adobe XD, Axure RP 9, and Microsoft PowerPoint (Table 2). It was important for the software to support elaborate UI designs similar to what a user would encounter in the real world, and for those designs to support complex user interactions like dragging, sliding, typing and passing information from one screen to another. Newer software products emphasize internet-based collaboration, but extensive support for local storage and publishing was necessary for products the DoD considers for official use only (FOUO). Most importantly, the software had to support rapid content creation by designers with little programming familiarity. Based on these criteria, Axure RP 9 was selected for this research because it allowed for the design of variable-based and state-based user interactions that made the prototypes perform more like real software. An interaction that resulted in different outcomes based on a spacecraft’s current fuel load, for example, could not be created in either Adobe XD or Microsoft PowerPoint.
Axure RP 9 was selected to create functional UI designs fulfilling each of the system information requirements. Software logic was attached to each UI component to simulate user interactions and their outcomes in an example space defense scenario. All UI components were integrated into a full space operator UI example to be used for further development and test.

*Creating and Applying Logic to Interface Components.*

The prototyping software allowed UI components to be built from scratch using primitive shapes or picked from a library of common UI patterns. Behaviors were assigned to the UI components to simulate common user interactions with familiar displays, shown in Figure 32. For example, the spacecraft status UI was built in the form

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Adobe XD</th>
<th>Axure RP 9</th>
<th>Microsoft PowerPoint</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Supports Elaborate UI Designs</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Models Complex User Interactions</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supports Rapid Content Creation</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Storage to Support FOUO Products</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
of an “accordion” panel. This form of UI allows users to see a high-level status overview that can be expanded into a more-detailed display if additional attention is necessary as shown in Figure 33. Markers on the accordion panel will call the user’s attention to potential current or upcoming problems and status changes when the detail is not shown, providing necessary information while reducing clutter. Adding logic to the UI components allowed them to interact with each other, allowing for the creation of realistic scenarios.

Figure 32 Screenshot of Status UI Prototype Development Using Axure RP 9
Individual UI elements, such as images or shapes, were assigned logic and behaviors to simulate real-world interfaces. For example, the Simulation Awareness Timeline shown in Figure 34, illustrates planned and upcoming spacecraft maneuvers, hovering over a spacecraft icon shows the name tag associated with the maneuver. Right clicking on the icon displays a context menu with options for editing the maneuver. Left clicking the icon performs a much more elaborate action: it simulates the act of traveling forward in time, so the user can visualize the future state of the orbital environment based on predictive calculations. In a real application this would be performed algorithmically. In the prototype, this is accomplished by triggering all impacted displays to move to a pre-programmed state for the selected maneuver. Although the prototype does not have
the fidelity of a mathematical simulation, the scripting functions allow it to approximate real-world behavior well enough to present operators with example scenarios for feedback on the design.

Figure 34 Defining User Interaction Logic in Axure RP 9
Traceability of UI Implementation.

Once completed, the interface designs were imported to Cameo and assigned to the interface implementation elements for each decision requirement. A single interface design could satisfy one or more decision requirements, each with one or more information requirements. Showing the graphical interface and noting how each portion meets these requirements provides verification that the space operator UI has addressed that need. Multiple UIs can be assigned to the requirements to show different options for further exploration in the prototyping software. The attachment of prototype UIs system requirements provides full traceability from high-level goals to specific functionality early in the design process before proceeding to full development, which allows systems engineers to incorporate changes without costly rework. To obtain feedback on how well the UIs met space operator needs, a full scenario was presented to individuals with space operations experience.

User Experience Survey.

Participants were selected from members of the Air Force Institute of Technology (AFIT) Orbital Warfare Research Group. Each participant had spent one four-year tour in a space operations-related role for the USAF. Once selected, they met individually with the researcher, who walked through a space operations scenario built using the UI. The researcher asked probing questions to assess how effective the participant perceived the UI prototype to be at simplifying cognitive tasks and providing valuable situation awareness. The full scenario description and list of probing questions are in Appendix B.
Results

*Ecological Interface Designs for Spacecraft Maneuver Planning.*

To assist operators with making goal-oriented decisions in the space operator interface, EID methodologies were used in the visual and behavioral design of several interface components. EID supports challenging decisions, such as selecting evasive maneuvers based on their potential impacts to the mission, by allowing operators to examine problems from the perspective of learned behaviors and perception (skill-based behaviors), the application of rules according to cues and signals (rule-based behaviors) and complex problem solving using domain knowledge (knowledge-based behavior) (Vicente & Rasmussen, 1992). In the spacecraft maneuver selection window, users may craft maneuvers in a traditional, rule-based manner with specific parameters for thruster impulses in each direction. They may also take advantage of a new type of maneuver selector based on a desired goal state for their spacecraft as shown in Figure 35: attaining a desired level of sensor coverage, separating themselves from a pursuer, or drawing in close to the other spacecraft to perform a remote inspection. This allows users to focus on high-level goals while the underlying simulation engine calculates and provides different maneuver options for them to select. Each one can be placed on the Situation Awareness Timeline and visually examined for its impacts on mission success criteria as shown in Figure 36. By allowing operators to plan maneuvers based on goal states instead of specific control inputs, operators may find it easier to make complex mission decisions and analyze tradeoffs in a demanding situation.
Figure 35 Maneuver Selection from Goal Criteria

Figure 36 Projected Changes to Mission Constraints
**Interface Implementations.**

The completed interface designs were assembled into the full UI prototype shown in Figure 37. The prototype included a sample data set generated using an existing space mission management toolset provided by AFIT. Each interface element was interactive within the limits of the scenario developed for the user survey. The individual elements were documented in Cameo and comments were made to show how they satisfied the system information requirements. No interfaces were developed for the “Perform active/passive defense” and “Communicate with friendly spacecraft” values, which were identified in Chapter III and were outside the scope of this research. This left 14% of the 64 information requirements for a future iteration of the software that could account for spacecraft weaponry and simulate the presence of more than two spacecraft. Additionally, the “Command and Control Staff,” “Doctrine library,” and “Briefings” objects were not considered inside the scope of the mission management interface. These objects, though necessary for a complete mission management workflow, would be accomplished by other means in the workplace such as inter-personal communication and general document storage.
Figure 38 shows the specification and prototype for the Bus Status Window interface implementation. The information requirements associated with the Bus Status Window are shown above the UI prototype developed in Axure. Lines are drawn between the requirements and labels that describe how the interface displays and user interactions satisfy those requirements. The implementation of EID principles are discussed in terms of Vicente and Rasmussen’s EID framework (1990). Figures 39 through 51 describe all interface implementations in the same manner. The Bus Status Window in Figure 38 shows the current and anticipated status for the spacecraft bus. The status icons move left as time advances, with the dashed vertical line indicating the current time. The user may click on the accordion headings to see a more-detailed status report on specific spacecraft
components and trends for state of health indicators. In terms of EID principles, the user is able to directly perceive the evolution of emergency situations as icons appear and change with time. The high-level and expanded detail views offer context and suggest approaches to address an issue, providing the user with flexibility.

![Figure 38 Bus Status Window](image-url)
The Command and Control Status Window in Figure 39 shows the current and anticipated status for the spacecraft bus. The status icons move left as time advances, with the dashed vertical line indicating the current time. The user may click on the accordion headings to see a more-detailed status report on the ground stations, with link status, bandwidth, and anticipated command execution times.

![Command and Control Status Window](image)

Figure 39 Command and Control Status Window
The Engagement/Vulnerability Zone Display in Figure 40 marks the engagement and vulnerability zones of the different spacecraft. The engagement zone is used to indicate what direction an adversary spacecraft is pointing a payload like a camera, and the distance at which the payload can function. The vulnerability zone indicates an area where a defending spacecraft cannot tolerate the entry of an adversary’s engagement zone. With the EID approach, the user is able to perceive the magnitude and orientation of each’s spacecrafts zones in the orbital environment. This affords a rapid understanding of the current situation and tradeoffs between potential maneuver options without the need for numerical analysis.
Figure 40 Engagement/Vulnerability Zone Display
The Goals Panel in Figure 41 has four major indicators of goal and mission achievement status. The distance meter in the top left shows the relative distance between a defending and adversary spacecraft. The vulnerability zone meter in the top right shows green, yellow, or red depending on how close the adversary spacecraft’s engagement zone is to the defending spacecraft’s vulnerability zone. The sensor coverage indicator in the bottom left shows how far the sensor payload has deviated from its ideal target coverage. The fuel gauge in the bottom right shows the fuel reserves and estimated mission life of the spacecraft. In EID principles, these displays show the environmental constraints on the user’s decisions. The impact of user interactions on the constraints are shown using domain language: the distance between satellites and the earth-covering footprint of a sensor.
Figure 41 Goals Panel
The Intelligence Panel in Figure 42 is a live feed of relevant intelligence reports for the space operator. These reports may come from open sources on the internet or military analysis crews. A user notepad is also available for notetaking.

Figure 42 Intelligence Panel
The Maneuver Planning Panel in Figure 43 allows the operator to plan maneuvers of multiple types with multiple segments for both the defending and adversary spacecraft. Once created, the maneuvers are assessed for the mission impacts associated with their end state in terms of fuel consumption, safety distance, and sensor coverage. The Goal maneuver type allows operators to create maneuver plans based on their desired end state instead of manually inputting mathematical parameters. In EID terms, this interface provides the ability to perform tradeoff analyses in terms of means-end relationships. The environmental constraints, such as fuel or time costs, help the user to determine the type of maneuver to be performed and are directly linked to varying levels of goal accomplishment.
Figure 43 Maneuver Planning Panel
The Orbit Status Display in Figure 44 shows the names and orbital characteristics of the defending and adversary spacecraft.

Figure 44 Orbit Status Display
The Payload Status Window in Figure 45 shows the current and anticipated status for the spacecraft bus. The status icons move left as time advances, with the dashed vertical line indicating the current time. The user may click on the accordion headings to see a more-detailed status report on specific payloads and trends for state of health indicators. The user may also perform scheduled and unscheduled payload maintenance tasks. The EID approach for this interface is similar to that in Figure 38.

Figure 45 Payload Status Window
The Situation Awareness Timeline in Figure 46 allows the user to predict the future state of the orbital environment, the spacecraft, and their status and mission parameters. Maneuvers plotted with the Maneuver Planning Panel show up on the Situation Awareness Timeline. Clicking on them brings the UI to the predicted state when the maneuvers start or finish. The green bar can be dragged and dropped to pick an arbitrary future state for the UI. When predicting a future state, watermarks are placed on the affected UI elements to ensure that the user is aware that they are not seeing the current state of the environment. In EID principles, this interface provides an implementation of a perception-action cycle. The user selects maneuvers (acts), sees the changes to the future state (perceives), and changes or confirms the maneuver selection as necessary. The future environment is not an invisible quantity but something the user sees and interacts with as part of their decision-making process. The interface also supports knowledge-based decision-making: when there are no explicit rules to guide performance or learned skills to lean on, the operator must rely on their general domain knowledge. The combination of the Maneuver Planning Panel and Situation Awareness Timeline allows operators to visualize and compare maneuvers and orbital states with the parameters they choose.
Figure 46 Situation Awareness Timeline
Figure 47 Situation Awareness Timeline (Continued)
The Spec Sheet Display in Figure 48 shows the estimated or known fuel and payload parameters for the adversary spacecraft. These can be adjusted to simulate changing capabilities or as more information is known about the status of the adversary.

Figure 48 Spec Sheet Display
The Visualization Panel in Figures 49 through 51 contains geocentric and RIC displays of the orbital environment and the spacecraft. Each display can be adjusted in 3D or set to different, fixed coordinate system views. The spacecraft relative position, velocity, and attitude are shown with panels that overlay but do not obscure the main visualization. These visualizations provide familiar perceptual cues to support the perception action cycle while interacting with other interface elements. Relative distances, spacecraft zones, and absolute positions are shown and updated according to changes in the environment or the user’s plans.

Figure 49 Visualization Panel
Figure 50 Visualization Panel (Continued)
Figure 51 Visualization Panel (Continued)
**User Feedback.**

The responses from the survey participants suggested multiple areas for improvement, from improved iconography to the addition of a new high-level goal. The full list and their potential impacts to the interface design are shown in Table 4. Although the need for a sun vector visualization was not apparent to the researcher from the initial literature review, multiple operators quickly identified its absence and explained why it was a necessary part of planning maneuvers for evading an aggressor who might be dependent on specific lighting conditions to accomplish an observation mission.

Operators also identified a deficiency in the distance condition for the safety goal: it shows the relative distance between the spacecraft based on a straight line between the two, but not how far apart they are above, below, and to the side. Based on orbital mechanics, reducing distance in one direction might be faster or more fuel efficient than closing the same distance in another. In addition to suggesting specific interface changes, operators discussed how their planning would also include considerations for the impact of a maneuver or defensive action on the safety of the orbital environment, a new high-level goal that would bear its own decision and information requirements for the UI to support. This feedback can be addressed with new versions of the system model and UI prototype and shown to operators again, emphasizing the value of cognitive modeling and rapid prototyping for identifying requirements changes early in the design process.
Table 4 Suggested Interface Improvements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Suggested Feature</th>
<th>Impact to Design</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Indicate required cooldown times for thruster burns</td>
<td>New constraints listed in the Spec Sheet and Maneuver Planning displays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highlight expected recovery times for bus/C2/payload outages in status accordion</td>
<td>Updated iconography in Bus/C2/Payload Status panel headers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Show reachability volumes to indicate where a spacecraft might be able to maneuver</td>
<td>Expand Visualization Panels and Maneuver Planning displays to calculate and show reachability volumes for different maneuver types</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indicate spacecraft collision risks</td>
<td>Expand Visualization Panels and Maneuver Planning displays to calculate collision risks and trigger collision warnings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Show the vectors between spacecraft and the sun</td>
<td>Expand Visualization Panels, Maneuver Planning displays, and Goal panels to show the effects of sun vector angles on mission performance for the defending satellite and the adversary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Show fuel reserve amount</td>
<td>Update fuel gauge display to highlight a set fuel reserve amount</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rework relative position diagram to show both distance and direction along the three axes</td>
<td>Incorporate additional 2D bars for the axial distances or create a new 3D representation in the Goals Panel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Show intelligence events like space launches in the Situation Awareness Bar</td>
<td>Add new event types to the Situation Awareness Bar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduce displays for spacecraft and payload attitude and articulation</td>
<td>Indicate attitude and articulation in the Goals and Visualization panels and expand the Goal Maneuver section in the Maneuver Planning displays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improve indication that the simulation has moved into a speculative state</td>
<td>Rework “future state” watermarks to draw more attention without obscuring mission data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduce uncertainty indicators for spacecraft and payload positions</td>
<td>Create new options in the Visualizations Panel to show uncertainty volumes for positions based on propagation error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allow the selection of different algorithms for mission planning and simulation</td>
<td>Add an algorithm selection feature that impacts the amount of uncertainty shown for maneuvers and visualizations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Show the last known “good” state of the spacecraft and its payloads</td>
<td>Identify last known good states and times on the Status, Goal, and Situation Awareness panels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support goal to preserve the safety of the orbital environment</td>
<td>See “Indicate Collision Risk” suggestion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Discussion and Conclusions

The selection of capable prototyping software was critical for the process of creating prototype operator UIs. The software needed to balance ease of use with a capability for creating complex designs. Although there is value in gaining operator feedback on visual elements of the design, allowing for interactivity within and between UI elements in a realistic scenario provides a much richer level of feedback on how well the software works at helping operators accomplish their goals. Axure RP 9 supported the rapid creation of a prototype UI with a sufficient level of interactivity to portray a realistic space operations scenario. Although not explored in this study, Axure RP 9 has the capability to perform mathematical operations on global and local variables, which could allow future versions of the prototype to simulate the effects of user interactions with less scripting, making scenarios more realistic.

Applying ecological interface design methods to the UI elements highlighted the connections between operator interactions and high-level mission goals. In existing space mission management tools, operators must plan maneuvers based on a specific set of inputs generated by orbital mechanics experts. This creates a wide gulf between novice and expert space operator performance, where novices may not have an idea of what they’re telling the spacecraft to do but experts may be able to visualize the future state of a spacecraft and plan accordingly. Supporting the creation of maneuvers based on a desired mission or goal state may allow inexperienced operators to visualize the impacts of their actions in the same manner as an expert, which would speed up the decision-making process with less training required.
Providing traceability from UIs to requirements satisfaction up to high-level goal fulfillment is key for showing how cognitive systems engineering methods can drive a full system design and implementation process. As a result, this chapter has demonstrated how the information requirements were translated into functional UI components that support operator decision-making. If, through additional operator interviews or workplace observation, a domain goal is determined to depend on additional domain functions then the UIs that need to be changed can be found quickly by following the links between domain functions, decision requirements, and information requirements to the interface implementation specifications. If a UI can be expanded to meet additional goals, then that process can be reversed to tie the interface implementation to those goals in the FAH. This end-to-end, reversible, and iterative process simplifies the act of making changes to a design prior to delivery to operations, both further defining the operator’s goals and information requirements as well as providing structured refinement of any interface implementation. Importantly, the underlying FAH, domain functions, decision requirements, and information requirements can be reused to aid the design or evaluation of alternate UIs by determining which of the information requirements and domain functions are supported in any UI concept.

The user experience survey provided a rich source of user feedback in a small amount of time, with each survey requiring only an hour to present the operational scenario and collect answers to the probing questions. The responses varied from suggestions to improve shapes, colors, or other basic elements of the UI to the introduction of new visualizations and high-level goals. Using a list of probing questions based on situation awareness and cognitive systems engineering concepts ensured that the
feedback could be directly used to improve the work domain model and system requirements. The improvements can then be turned into interface improvements for another prototype iteration or incorporated into the developmental version of the software.

The first iteration of the system modeling and UI prototyping process revealed additional information that should be used to expand the FAH into the Functional Abstraction Network (FAN) described by Potter et al. (2003). The FAN iterates on each high-level goal to identify lower levels of sub-goals and processes that can each impact the goals, sub-goals, and processes elsewhere on the diagram. These cross-links are discovered through repeated cycles of building and presenting the FAN to operators for feedback. For this research, the simpler FAH diagram was chosen to accelerate the process of building a prototype and demonstrating it to operators for feedback. During the survey process, the operators identified interactions between goals and processes that suggest the need for the cross-link representations. For example, the underlying orbital dynamics model for the mission management software impacts the precision of various functions and representations. The outcome of one function or visualization can drive an operator to choose a more involved dynamics model and repeat or change procedural steps. Describing these relationships in an FAN would ensure that future UI iterations account for interactions across goal hierarchy levels.

**Chapter Summary**

This chapter discussed how UI components were developed to satisfy the system information requirements derived in Chapter III and then presented to operators for
feedback. Several pieces of commercial UI prototyping software were compared and Axure RP 9 was selected for the creation of the prototype space operator UI. This prototype explored user workflows and interactions through an example space defense scenario. The UI implementations were documented in the system SysML model to show traceability from operator goal definition to UI implementation. Finally, the prototype scenario was presented to operators for feedback. The operators identified multiple areas of improvement, from better representations of relative distance between spacecraft to the addition of a high-level goal for preserving the safety of the orbital environment during a conflict. The next chapter summarizes the research conducted for this thesis and provides recommendations for action for the space operator UI prototype as well as suggestions for further research in defining user roles, machine-based assistants, and training applications.
V. Conclusions and Recommendations

Chapter Overview

This chapter discusses how the research conducted fulfills the research objectives and answers the investigative questions posed for the design of a system to assist space operators with identifying and deterring hostile actions toward their satellites. The research results indicate actions that the Department of Defense should take to improve the state of space operations tools. There are also recommendations for further research in the area with the aim of improving space operations expertise for the United States and its allies. The chapter concludes with a discussion of the significance of this research project in terms of the benefits to program offices involved in software system design.

Conclusions of Research

This thesis began with the question “How can ecological interface design methods be applied to improve tools for space operators to identify, respond to and deter hostile actions in orbit?” From that overarching question a series of specific investigative questions were derived. These questions aimed to address the issues of how to implement cognitive systems engineering processes to identify space operator needs, build system designs to help them meet those needs, and determine the effectiveness of those designs. The research presented in Chapters III and IV described the investigation process and provided answers to the questions.

The first question posed was, “How can cognitive systems engineering be used to obtain the information and decision requirements for defending satellites?” The information and decision requirements are derived from space operator goals and the
means, in terms of processes and functions, by which the operators achieve those goals. Chapter III described cognitive systems engineering methods that were used to define those goals and derive information and decision requirements from them. User interface elements were built to satisfy those information requirements and represented in the model to show requirements verification. An example was shown in Table 1. The model of space operations goals and functions was shown in Table 2.

The next question was, "How can cognitive task analysis identify how operational context changes the ways operators interpret information and make decisions?" In a space conflict, operators must make decisions that balance the mission effectiveness of their satellite against their need to safeguard it from hostile actions. Chapter IV provided examples of how operators could select maneuvers based on a desired goal state and examine the implications to their mission effectiveness in Figure 43. These forms of ecological interface designs assist operators with interpreting complex fields of information by allowing them to make decisions based on the high-level state of the operational environment in addition to low-level details.

Next was, "What are the appropriate data representations that permit experienced operators to better understand the threats and available options to counter these threats?" Space operators will not necessarily know much about a potential adversary from mere observation. Chapter III described the information requirements space operators have for effectively assessing threats and planning their responses, with an example shown in Table 1. Chapter IV showed how those information requirements were built into a prototype user interface and demonstrated to operators for their
feedback. The results of the feedback generation process for the prototype UI were shown in Table 4.

The fourth question asked, “How can ecological interface design make mission planning challenges tractable?” As mentioned before, space operators must balance mission versus safety when planning evasive maneuvers. They must make these plans in an environment where their adversary is making its own maneuvers, and it may be difficult to establish a complete and accurate picture of all objects in the orbital environment. Chapters III and IV showed how interface design requirements were built and implemented to assist with these challenges in Figures 38 through 51. The combination of goal-based mission planning and situation awareness features can simplify the process of making mission plans and give operators a greater awareness of what the orbital environment will look like at some point in the future.

The fifth question asked, “How can the knowledge of operators’ information needs be captured, traced, and modeled in Model-Based Systems Engineering (MBSE) tools to support the derivation of system and training requirements?” This is accomplished using the SysML modeling language, with extensions to support cognitive systems engineering concepts, in a modeling tool like Cameo Systems Modeler. Chapter III described the process of modeling operator goals and processes with SysML extensions. These goals were then used to derive system decision and information requirements to be satisfied with user interface designs. Chapter IV described how those designs were documented in the overall system model to provide traceability from user interface implementations to system requirements and operator goal satisfaction.
The final question asked, “How can the operational impacts of ecological interface design be measured?” Interface designs can only be validated through exposure to operators. Ideally, the designs should be presented to operators for feedback as early as possible in the design process before delivery. This would be possible in an iterative software development process where the design is continually presented to operators for feedback as it matures, and their feedback is incorporated in future pre-release increments. In a traditional waterfall process it would be possible to present designs to operators but incorporating their feedback could require extensive re-work and contract scope changes that are less compatible with the rapid prototyping concept. Chapter IV described a method for obtaining operator feedback throughout the development process. Rapid, functional UI prototypes can be developed and shown to operators for their feedback. This feedback can then be incorporated as new elements in or tweaks to the system model and built into new UI prototypes. Accommodating operator feedback early in development can reduce the risk that the system will not meet requirements upon deployment. The results of the feedback generation process for the prototype UI were shown in Table 4.

Recommendations for Action

The cognitive system model and UI prototype developed for this thesis can inform ongoing research at the Air Force Institute of Technology, as well as operator training and education for the United States Space Force. The UI prototype should be matured into a higher-fidelity form so operators can interact with it without strict scenario scripting. This will allow researchers to capture novel interactions and better identify
unintuitive or challenging workflows. If desired for operator training, the prototype should be tailored for specific mission types and satellite platforms (e.g., with accurate specifications for the Space-Based Infrared System missile warning satellites). To improve the operator experience, the ecological interface design concepts should be expanded upon to include manipulations of spacecraft within the graphic visualizations to develop mission plans and predict maneuvers. This process would be easier and faster for both novice and expert users. It was not attempted during this research because of technical limitations with the available prototyping software. These improvements would allow the products of this research to improve the state of space operations training and education.

The cognitive system development cycle described in this research should be paired with iterative system development. While work domain studies and prototyping would provide some value in a traditional waterfall process, iterative development and regular feedback are necessary to capture changes to the system model and deliverables prior to delivery. An illustration of how the cognitive system development cycle fits into an iterative process is shown in Figure 52. The system architecting process leads to a cycle of work domain studies, modeling, prototyping, and feedback that can be repeated as many times as necessary to capture operator feedback. UI prototypes inform the incremental development process which creates functional software that is fed back into the operator feedback process and delivered to operations when ready. Accounting for changing operator goals, decisions, and information requirements throughout the early design process would ensure that the final product is usable and well-adapted to the operational environment.
Recommendations for Future Research

The research performed for this project identified additional avenues for investigators to contribute to the improvement of tools for space operations. These research areas should be considered for investigation within the United States Air Force and Space Force.

*Explore Different User Roles.*

The prototype space operations UI provided tools for mission planning and situation awareness. However, the model of space operations goals included elements for the use of weaponry, legal analysis, and decision-making at different levels of the military chain of command. Satisfying these goals would likely require different
approaches to interface design that better meet the needs of users with different operational and organizational roles. Additional studies on how these roles interact within the space operations domain could drive the creation of new and improved tools for these users.

*Automation Design for Operator Assistance.*

While ecological interface design and other user experience improvements can assist space operators with their missions, the domain remains cognitively challenging. The challenges in the space domain increase dramatically with the number of spacecraft and other orbital objects that operators must keep track of, as well as the number of actions available to them. Additional decision-making assistance, in the form of intelligent machine agents, could assist operators with these challenges. Machine teammates could assist human operators with interpreting the information available to them as well as perform cognitively challenging functions to reduce the workload on human operators or make them more effective at achieving their operational goals.

*Concepts for Training Design.*

This research focused on modeling goals and creating a system design for an operational domain. Users in a space operations training environment may have a different set of goals that start simple and become more complex as they grow increasingly familiar with concepts during their instruction. Their instructors will have their own set of goals to motivate and challenge students at different points in a curriculum. Additional research should be performed to examine how a space operations interface should be designed to support the progressive development of knowledge while making the experience engaging for the students.
Significance of Research

This research demonstrated how cognitive system engineering processes can be incorporated into model-based systems engineering tools and used to inform user interface designs. Linking each interface element to system information and decision requirements, all tracing back to major operator goals and subgoals, ensures that every piece of the design is grounded in what the operator needs to accomplish in their work. With model-based systems engineering tools, it is simple to identify UI components that are overly complex or superfluous to the necessary function of the system, as well as unmet operator needs. This process could provide two major boons to program offices: interfaces that operators find more effective and easier to learn, and leaner software designs that take less effort to build and maintain.

The use of interface prototyping tools also provides a valuable source of feedback into an iterative, cognitive systems engineering design process. Interface components that are built and tested in prototyping tools can be displayed in the system models to prove requirements verification or show the tradeoffs between multiple designs. These designs, with operational scenarios built around them, can be provided to operators during task analysis interviews to assess how well the designs support decision-making and goal-seeking. Operator feedback from these interviews (as shown in Table 4) is easily incorporated into the system model to identify the impacts of design changes. The iterative process of rapidly prototyping designs and folding operator feedback into the system model to inform new designs makes it easier for program offices to accommodate changing requirements during system development, reducing the risk of an unsatisfying transition to operations. Future software upgrades can take advantage of mature models
of operator goals and decision/information requirements, which only need to be updated if the scope or nature of the operator’s work changes.

These processes are applicable to a variety of system types beyond the domain of space operations. Any software-oriented system design process would benefit from better methods to define system scope and respond to operator needs. Using rapid prototyping to identify cognitive performance issues can ensure that systems are capable of supporting operators in dynamic, uncertain environments.

Summary

This thesis introduced problems facing space operators who need to maneuver their spacecraft to evade orbital threats while continuing to perform their mission. Cognitive systems engineering methods and ecological interface design were suggested as ways to design software user interfaces that help operators identify and deter threats while maintaining mission capability. Research showed how model-based systems engineering and interface prototyping tools integrate with cognitive systems engineering processes to produce effective designs that address the investigative questions. Additional areas of research were suggested to develop these concepts in the areas of user role definition and the integration of machine agent-based automation. Finally, the significance of the research was described in terms of the benefits to program offices working in software system design.
Appendix A – Applied Cognitive Task Analysis Interview Template

Process

The ACTA will be conducted in three phases: Task Diagram, Knowledge Audit, and Simulation Interview.

1. Task Diagram (Length: 10 minutes)

   Participants will be asked to identify the steps necessary to perform their tasks. The number of steps should be limited to no more than 6 and no less than 3 to avoid spending time on minute details. Once complete, they will be asked to identify which steps are the most cognitively challenging, meaning those that require complex decision-making, though, or coordination to accomplish (Militello & Hutton, 1998b, p. 1620).

2. Knowledge Audit (Length: 30 minutes)

   Participants will be asked a series of probing questions to identify specific characteristics of expert performance in cognitively demanding tasks. These questions will be developed ahead of time to focus on areas research identifies as important to expert decision-making (Militello & Hutton, 1998b, pp. 1621–1622).

3. Simulation Interview (Length: 20 minutes)

   Participants will be shown a presentation that goes through a real-world historical event that required stressful, high-importance decision-making. They will be asked to identify major events, give their assessment of the situation, point out key environmental cues, examine “what if?” events, and explain mistakes they think a novice might make (1998b, pp. 1623–1624).
Probing Questions for Knowledge Audit

These questions are adapted from Militello and Hutton’s “Applied Cognitive Task Analysis (ACTA): A Practitioner’s Toolkit for Understanding Cognitive Task Demands” (1998b) and McDermott et al.’s “Human-Machine Teaming Systems Engineering Guide” (2018, pp. 13–19). This guide, written for The MITRE Corporation, aims to help systems engineering practitioners gather subject matter expert data appropriate for deriving requirements for systems with human-machine team interactions. The questions are categorized according to the type of insights they provide for system design. The final list of questions has been selected and tailored for the space defense operational environment.

1. Past & Future
These questions elicit information about how the system changes future states and how operators depend on past knowledge to make predictions of the future.

1.1. How predictable are the missions you accomplish with your system? What changes over the course of a day, and what changes with operational tempo?
1.2. How does historical information help you plan for the future?

2. Big Picture
These questions elicit information about how the operator accomplishes their work.

2.1. Can you give me an example of what is important about the Big Picture for this task? What are the major elements you must know and keep track of?
2.2. What kind of decisions and actions do you have to make in a typical day of work? How about in a stressful situation?
3. Noticing

These questions elicit information about what the operator notices in their environment to help them perform their role.

3.1. What are the key signs or cues in your environment that tell you you’re on track to accomplish the mission? How about when you’re not on track?

3.2. Have there been times that you wish you were notified of new or changing information? Would that have made a difference in your decision making?

4. Anomalies

These questions elicit knowledge about how the operator diagnoses and responds to system issues.

4.1. What kind of things do you notice that tell you that coordination and/or performance in your workplace are not going as planned?

4.2. Can you describe an instance when you spotted a deviation from the norm, or knew something was amiss?

5. Improvising

These questions elicit information about how an operator deals with unexpected situations.

5.1. What are some example situations in which you have had to rapidly improvise a plan? For example, to handle a threat or take advantage of an opportunity.

6. Self-Monitoring

These questions elicit information about how an operator monitors their own performance or that of the people they work with.
6.1. Can you describe a situation when you knew you were task saturated/overloaded and had to ask for help?

6.2. If a new person on your team were to take over your job, what would you be most concerned about? What part of your job would you feel most uneasy about if a new or inexperienced person was doing it?

7. Job Smarts

These questions elicit information about what determines good or bad performance in the role.

7.1. When you do this task, are there ways of working smart or accomplishing more with less – that you have found especially useful?

8. Equipment Difficulties

8.1. Have there been times when the equipment pointed in one direction, but your own judgment told you to do something else? Or when you had to rely on experience to avoid being led astray by the equipment?

Probing Questions for Simulation Interview

The following questions are tailored from the list presented in Klein et al.’s “Critical Decision Method for Eliciting Knowledge,” (1989, p. 466) the work that defined the methods from which the ACTA interviews were derived. These questions are meant to help the interviewer guide the participant as they walk through a presentation on a challenging operational event.

1. “What would be your goal when responding to this event?”
2. “How could a visualization and planning tool help you in responding to this event?”

3. “What mistakes were possible at this point?”

4. “What information in your environment would help you make your decision?”

5. “How about external to your environment?”

6. “Are there any past events that would help you make your decisions?”

7. “What information do you think is lacking that could help you?”

8. “What made this incident special?”

Appendix B – User Experience Survey

Prompt

The user is in control of Blue 1, a strategic missile warning satellite in geostationary orbit. They are responsible for ensuring that the satellite remains mission capable. To do this, they have the ability to perform satellite and payload maintenance functions as well as to plan defensive or mission-oriented maneuvers. At the beginning of this scenario, a potential aggressor, Red 1, has sidled into orbit close to Blue 1.

Scenario Execution

To begin the scenario, the researcher will launch the UI prototype and share the window with the participant via a desktop streaming service. The researcher will then recite the scenario prompt, present the mission card summary (Figure 53), and begin walking the participant through the scenario script. At each step, the researcher will ask the participant one or more probing questions intended to assess how effective the participant perceives the UI prototype to be at simplifying cognitive tasks and providing valuable situation awareness. The research will document the participant’s responses.
Figure 53 Scenario Mission Card Presented to Participants

Timeline

- Day 1, 0001 - 1200:
  - Blue 1: One of the two ground stations in contact with this satellite is experiencing an issue that has taken it out of operations. The operator perceives that there will be an impending payload issue at 0500 that requires their attention.
  - Red 1: The satellite is seen executing a maneuver that will bring it to within 50km of Blue 1

- Day 1, 1201 – 2400:
  - Blue 1: The operator has addressed the payload issue and both ground stations are fully operational. They see that Red 1 has come within 50km
of their satellite and review the available intelligence reports. The operator considers four possible maneuvers that Red 1 could make within its estimated capabilities to reach Blue 1’s vulnerability zone. They select “Most Time at Min” to plot a maneuver that has Red 1 maximize the time spent at a minimum distance of 15km.

- Red 1: The satellite is in an orbit that places it a minimum of 50km away from Blue 1 for half of its period.

- **Day 2, 0001 – 1200:**
  - Blue 1: A complete ops center outage has occurred and severed all situation awareness and contact with Blue 1. Estimated recovery time is 12 hours.
  - Red 1: The satellite makes a maneuver that brings it to within 5 km of Blue 1.

- **Day 2, 1201 – 2400:**
  - Blue 1: The ops center has returned to full capability and Red 1 is seen within 5 km of Blue 1. The operator considers emergency maneuvers to remove Blue 1 from observation distance. They also update their estimates of Red 1’s fuel load and plan their maneuver accordingly.
  - Red 1: The satellite takes no further action.

- Scenario Complete
Probing Questions

1. How does this UI help you understand the basic elements, such as position, speed, capabilities, and available resources, in the situation?

2. In what ways is the UI lacking in helping you understand the basic elements?

3. How do the different elements of the UI help you achieve the goal of defending your satellite?

4. How do the different elements of the UI help you achieve the goal of completing your satellite’s mission?

5. What additional tools or displays would help you achieve these goals?

6. What kind of issues do you foresee with this UI if you had to manage a situation where the time pressure was much greater and you had to make decisions on the order of minutes, not hours?

7. Given the elements in play for this scenario, including the two satellites, their orbits, and their missions, how could this UI be improved to help you predict how the situation will progress?

8. What kind of decisions might a mission planner have to make that are not supported by this UI?

9. What kind of space operations goals, in addition to defending your satellite and achieving your mission, are not supported by this UI?

10. What additional feedback do you have for this UI?
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The Department of Defense needs better tools to support its operators as they strive to defend its space assets. The growing sophistication of anti-satellite weapons increasingly challenges the nation’s orbital communications and surveillance infrastructure. Operators face difficulties gathering useful information and dealing with the complexity of potential enemy actions. This research applied cognitive systems engineering and ecological interface design (EID) methodologies to create a prototype space mission management tool that enhances operator situation awareness and decision-making ability. Applied cognitive task analysis interviews were used to document space operator decision-making in their domain. Model-based systems engineering was applied to integrate work domain concepts into system models. EID methods were applied to inform user interface designs that support high-level decision making in addition to low-level tasks. User interface concepts were developed using rapid prototyping software, Axure 9.0, to satisfy the system requirements. The software prototypes were shown to space operators and assessed for validity. This process demonstrated how cognitive systems engineering can be used to derive system requirements and create system designs, the elements of which can be captured in a systems model and traced to operator goals, resulting in systems that are more capable of supporting operator needs in challenging environments.